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Cover Letter
To the Ithaca Urban Renewal Agency Board,
It is our pleasure to submit our development team’s proposal for the Inlet Island Request for Expressions of Interest.
Our team is committed to realizing the City’s long-held vision for context-appropriate development on this site that
enhances the public experience of the waterfront. Working with our neighbors across the Inlet at the Agora project site, we
have developed a plan that thrives within the interface of waterfront neighbors and that connects the Inlet to the City grid.
We invite the City to consider the transformative impact of this joint effort by our project team members,
which is made possible by their collective ownership, and long-time stewardship of, these properties. We are able to
take a comprehensive, collaborative approach to benefit a broader public as a result of these plans. Our goal is to create
a welcoming, well-designed, and inclusive neighborhood that celebrates its setting by supporting the existing maritime
industry and small businesses as well as the public spaces and amenities along the water’s edge. Our concept for the future of
this site is outlined as follows:
• Our team proposes the Stays, an extended-stay ‘hometel’ concept where people who are visiting Ithaca for a long
weekend, season or who are local and want to live on the water for a time can have a place to call “home”.
• By partnering with INHS we are able to offer a second building, the Anchor, with approximately 50-56 affordable
housing units on the waterfront.
• The existing Finger Lakes Boating Center marina will be improved and will continue to offer high quality boating services
to anyone who wants to experience Cayuga Lake firsthand. The roof of the marine building and the new residential buildings
will feature a solar farm by Renovus Solar, creating the Inlet Island microgrid.
• A new pedestrian bridge will link the Inlet neighborhood to the Agora neighborhood, which will become a pedestrian
destination in its own right and assist in creating a ‘park once’ environment for parking management and so that people can
more easily experience both sides of the Inlet.
• The Agora project will feature a boutique hotel in its highly-visible location on Route 13 which also benefits from
waterfront views; live entertainment from Dan Smalls Presents; a new Lucky Hare Brewery location; market-rate apartment
buildings; and for-sale waterfront townhomes.
• These programmatic elements will be accessible through clear circulation routes for pedestrians and vehicles alike,
featuring an extended and improved Cayuga Waterfront Trail that will wrap around the north side of the Inlet, public open
spaces including picnic lawns, a dog park, playground for young children, and public seating. The existing Coast Guard
Auxiliary building will remain in place and will be improved to extend boating and educational programming to many
more members of our community. Old Taughannock Boulevard will be reimagined as a tree-lined boulevard with generous
planting and pedestrian areas while efficiently accommodating area parking and access needs.
This submission is a refinement of the prior development proposal submission by Finger Lakes Development to
respond to this RFEI and describe partnerships that have developed since that submission. This submission is a reflection
of our interest in working with the IURA to acquire and develop all of the identified parcels in the RFEI, including parcel
43.-1-5 and 43.-1-6. Our team of creative, experienced project partners is confident in our ability to work with the IURA
to realize commonly-held ambitions for this area and catalyze our shared resources for the public benefit of this redeveloped
site. Our intention is to present a concept that begins a conversation, and we look forward to further conversations with the
IURA and other governing bodies as we refine the plans for this essential part of Ithaca’s revitalized waterfront.
We hope that we can work together to realize a comprehensive, collaborative vision for Inlet Island and look forward to
answering any questions you may have.
Sincerely,
Steve Flash, project team representative
Finger Lakes Development of Ithaca, LLC
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Title
Team

Members

Project team members include:

• Steve Flash, Finger Lakes Development partner and
long-time owner and operator of the Finger Lakes Boating
Center on Inlet Island and developer of the nearby 323
Taughannock Blvd townhouses, and whose in-depth
knowledge of this project area allows immediate and longterm insights into the realization of this project;
• Jeffrey Rimland, Finger Lakes Development partner
with local experience in developing the Marriott hotel and
upcoming Ithacan mixed-use building in downtown Ithaca;
•
As part of this RFEI submission, the IURA would
negotiate and contract with Finger Lakes Development. Steve
Flash will be the primary point of contact.

• Nick and Costa Lambrou of Lambrou Real Estate, who
are supporting the development team and whose recent
experience includes the City Harbor and Greenstar Market
projects and whose ownership of properties across the Inlet
from the RFEI project site multiplies the catalytic potential
of this proposal.
The development team is supported by Whitham Planning
Design Landscape Architecture (WPD) and HOLT
Architects, whose professional offices are located in
downtown Ithaca and in Ithaca’s West End neighborhood.
Beyond collaborating on this submission, WPD and
HOLT have worked together on recent projects that
will bring significant benefits to Ithaca’s waterfront,
including the City Harbor and Cayuga Park projects.. This
experienced design team is eager to work through IURA’s
public process of advancing these conceptual plans to
become a reality on Inlet Island.

Additional locally-based project partners include:

• Dan Smalls Presents, who will bring much-anticipated live
concerts to the Agora project;
• Lucky Hare Brewing, who will bring craft beer production
to a new brewery space at the Agora project site;
• Luna Street Foods, who will serve eclectic, informal fare at
the Agora project,
• Letters of support from existing business owners and
neighbors are forthcoming as part of the RFEI review process,
as our project team engaged in extensive outreach to these
important stakeholders.
• This development team is uniquely poised to bring this area
of the City into its full potential as a waterfront neighborhood
for people at all income levels that attracts people to spend time
in a true working waterfront with so many opportunities for
dining, gathering, entertainment, and outdoor recreation.
• Our project team is experienced in realizing built projects
that align with the City’s planning goals, including projects on
the waterfront and in downtown Ithaca. We pride ourselves in
balancing transformative vision with a thorough understanding
of what it takes to make a project work, and approach this
proposal – as with any project – with the inspiration that
comes with revitalizing an area of the City as well as with our
respect for the real-world constraints that we work within.
Our project team is familiar with this project site and with
the neighbors, stakeholders, and ongoing public discourse
surrounding development of any kind because each of us
are active, engaged members of our Ithaca community. In
addition to our concept for this project and our relevant project
experience, we see these as some of our team’s strengths and
look forward to problem-solving with the IURA and other City
agencies.

• Ithaca Neighborhood Housing Services who will bring
affordable units to the project sites;
• Renovus Solar, whose assistance in realizing a solar farm
on the rooftops of the existing marina boat storage facilities
and the new proposed Anchor and the Stays building
rooftops, which will bring sustainable power throughout
the year to serve the needs of this unique site;
• Krenzer Marine, who is planning to be a tenant of the
Finger Lakes Boating Center to offer boating sales as part
of the revitalization of the existing marine business on the
Inlet;
• Finger Lakes Boating Center;
• The Boatyard Grill restaurant;
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Finger Lakes
Development

Project Team

Person
Steve Flash
Jeffrey Rimland
Joe Bowes
Johanna Anderson
Nck Lambrou
Costa Lambrou
Scott Whitham

Entity
Finger Lakes
Development (FLD)

Role
Inlet Island project
developers

Ithaca Neighborhood
Affordable housing
Housing Services (INHS) developers
Lambrou Real Estate
(LRE)

FLD project partners

Whitham Planning
Design Landscape
Architecture (WPD)

Project Landscape
Architects, Project
Coordinators

Kate Chesebrough
Steve Hugo

HOLT Architects (Holt)

Project Architects

Nathan Brown

Email

Address

Phone

steve@hub204.com

204 Klinewoods Road

(607) 592-0672

jrimland@northop.com

Ithaca, NY 14850

(631) 207-5730

jbowes@ithacanhs.org

115 West Clinton Street

(607) 279-5616

janderson@ithacanhs.org

Ithaca, NY 14850

nick@lambrourealestate.com

405 Eddy St.

(607) 227-5755

cnl29@cornell.edu

Ithaca, NY 14850

(607) 351-5877

whitham@whithamdesign.com

142 East State St. Ste. B

(607) 379-9175

chesebrough@whithamdesign.com Ithaca, NY 14850

(607) 279-7658

sh@holt.com

619 West State St

(607) 273-7600

nb@holt.com

Ithaca, NY 14850

Contact information for members of this project team.
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Relevant Experience
Finger Lakes Development
Steve Flash

Jeffrey Rimland

• Steve Flash is the hub
of the development team.
Approximately 25 years
ago, he and two other
Ithaca natives acquired
the property owned by
Marina Realty of Ithaca upon which now sits the
Boatyard Grill Restaurant and the Finger Lakes Boating
Center boatyard operation. Steve was the driving force
behind the public private partnership that accomplished
the environmental clean-up of this property. Today the
Boatyard Grill restaurant employs between 50 and 90 full
time equivalent positions, depending on the season, all of
which make well over a living wage.
• Steve is also a part owner of Finger Lakes Boating Center
(FLBC) and is involved in its day-to-day operations.
Finger Lakes Boating Center is the only full service
boatyard south of the town of Cayuga at the north end
of Cayuga Lake. FLBC serves the majority of boaters
in the region and has absorbed into its operation the
demand created when Johnson’s Boatyard closed for the
development of the City Harbor project.
• Steve most recently stewarded the Boathouse Landing
project through City of Ithaca approval process. Boathouse
Landing is a 16 unit Net Zero apartment building located
at 323 Taughannock Boulevard. This building came in on
budget and is fully rented.
• Steve describes his development style has collaborative
and community minded. The opportunity to work with
the IURA on this project and to develop the Stays would
be the culmination of his twenty-five years of working to
create a vibrant waterfront business and residential district.

• Jeffrey Rimland has a
long history of delivering
successful development
projects throughout New
York State. In Ithaca,
Jeffrey was instrumental in
the creative development
of the 168 room Marriot
Hotel on the Commons. His knowledge of development,
construction and the hospitality industry were instrumental
in the successful completion of this project. He remains
involved and committed to the community as an investor in
the hotel as well.
• Jeffrey’s commitments in Ithaca also include the
completion of the entitlements for and significant
investment in the 14 story, 200-unit, Ithacan apartments
to be located at the site of the Green Street garage.
Construction on the development site is scheduled to begin
in April of 2021.
• Jeffrey is also the current landowner of 215 East State
Street, the future home of the Ithaca College new state of
the art, Physician’s Assistant program opening in August of
2021.
• Jeffrey’s other projects currently under construction
include a housing development located on the north
shore of Long Island. This project is in its final stage of
development. Additionally, he owns and manages medical
office buildings located in Medford, New York.
• Jeffrey brings depth of experience and financial acumen
to the development team.

Finger Lakes Development (FLD): Steve and Jeffrey met several years ago and realized a shared interest in waterfront activities
and development. They formed Finger Lakes Development for the express purpose of turning the potential of Inlet Island into
reality. They both are thrilled at the prospect of this project team, with INHS, the Lambrous, Whitham Planning & Design, HOLT
Architects, and Renovus actually creating a destination working waterfront that has been contemplated for so long.
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Relevant Experience
Ithaca Neighborhood Housing Services (INHS)
Joe Bowes
Joseph Bowes is the Director
of Real Estate Development.
Joe has devoted his career to
neighborhood planning and
affordable housing development.
For the past 19 years he
has trained and practiced
as a community planner/real estate developer and has
managed the development of multi-million dollar real
estate for families and seniors combining local, state,
federal and private financing. At INHS Joe oversees a
real estate development staff of four. He has spent his
career managing complex mixed-income and mixed-use
housing projects. His expertise is in financial analysis, deal
structuring, and acquisition and construction management.
He has extensive experience with a variety of governmental
and non-governmental financing including; both 9% and
4% Low Income Housing Tax Credits, NYS Housing Trust
Funds, Community Development Block Grant, HOME,
Tax Credit Assistance Program, Federal Home Loan Bank,
HUD Section 202, Mitchell-Llama, HUD Section 236,
Tax Exempt Bonds and Section 4 financing.
From 2005-2014, he was the Senior Real Estate Developer
for PathStone Corporation in Rochester, NY where he
managed all phases of affordable housing development
across Upstate, NY. In 2014, Joe accepted a Senior Real
Estate Developer position at INHS, and in 2016 became
the Director of Real Estate Development.
Under his leadership INHS has continued to grow its
real estate portfolio including the new construction and
preservation of over 300 units of affordable housing.
Capstone projects include Pine View Circle, a 48 unit
family development in the Town of Tyre; Ithaca City
Apartments, a 98 unit scattered site preservation project;
and 210 Hancock, the new construction of 59 rental units,
7 for sale townhouses and 2 commercial spaces.
“210 Hancock is my favorite project that I’ve worked on at
INHS. It has rental units and for sale homes, it has educational
opportunities for young people, kids from the Northside
Neighborhood designed the playground, we made a community
walking path, and installed solar panels on the roof. There was
a lot of complexity and it was a difficult project to put together,
but that made it the most exciting.” - On his favoriate project that
he’s worked on at INHS.
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Lambrou Real Estate
Johanna Anderson

Johanna Anderson is an
executive director who has
dedicated her career to helping
low-income people find quality,
safe housing that fits their
needs. She has over 15 years of
experience in expanding access
to affordable housing, building livable communities, and
leading economic development efforts to reach diverse
populations throughout the nation. Johanna has deep
expertise in affordable housing finance and community
real estate development, as well as a strong track record of
developing successful collaborations among government,
private sector, nonprofit and community partners. Johanna
is the Executive Director at INHS, a $37 million nonprofit
organization that provides a comprehensive array of
affordable housing programs and serves a seven county
region in central New York. Prior to INHS, Johanna worked
at community development financial institutions in NYS
and Maine serving low-income and tribal communities.
She created pilot programs in Washington DC and in
rural Minnesota to help people obtain access to affordable
housing. Johanna’s real estate development experience
began in 2005 working at a national for-profit developer
to transform an urban airport zone in Denver, CO, into a
sustainable mixed-use community. She then worked at a
nonprofit affordable housing developer in Minneapolis/St.
Paul utilizing LIHTC, HOME, CDBG, TIF, among others
in single-family, multi-family, and mixed-use development
projects. Johanna has a BA from Colorado State University,
a MBA in Nonprofit Management from Husson
University, and holds nationally recognized certifications
in homeownership programs and housing development
finance. Johanna and her husband, Kurt, live in Montour
Falls, NY, with their two daughters, Janne (8) and Heidi (6).
During their few moments of spare time, they paddle, hike,
garden, ski, and participate in civic affairs throughout their
community.
We are strong partners because of our breadth and depth. INHS
has earned its reputation over the last 40+ years because of its
program delivery, its partnering with public and private entities,
its willingness to push the envelope on sustainability.” -On what
sets INHS apart

Nick Lambrou

Costa Lambrou

• Nick Lambrou was born and
raised in Ithaca NY. Nick is the
son of Gus Lambrou, the developer
responsible for starting the
development boom that is still ongoing in Collegetown when he built
407-409 Eddy St, a 40-bedroom
building with commercial tenants
on the ground floor, which also was the first new construction
in Collegetown in decades at the time. Nick was involved in
real estate development and management from a young age
and completed new construction projects at 301-309 Eddy St,
114-118 Catherine St, 202 Eddy St, 121 Eddy St, 320 Dryden
Rd and 410 Elmwood Ave. Following in his father’s footsteps,
Nick helped initiate a development boom that is on-going in
downtown Ithaca when he spear-headed a partnership with
Cornell for the development of Seneca Place on The Commons,
a 168,000 sq ft mixed-use project that features four floors of
Cornell University offices, a 106-room Hilton Garden Inn,
Morgan Stanley Financial Services, and Starbucks Coffee and
Kilpatricks Pub on the ground level. Prior to the pandemic, Nick
had also secured the Marriott Residence Inn franchise for the
Agora waterfront component that is in this joint RFEI proposal.
He has a long history in Ithaca development, renovations, and
leading key projects that have driven community efforts for more
of the same. Nick for over ten years sits on the Tompkins Trust
Co. New Business Development Board and has been President of
St Catherine’s Greek Orthodox church and on Parish Council for
many years as well. Nick is currently General Partner of LRE and
assists in day-day operations and is responsible for identifying
and financing new acquisitions. He has also developed the
best-selling graphic novel “Sons of Chaos,” which is planned
to become a major motion picture. Nick is a graduate of
Washington University in St Louis, proficient in Greek language,
has a wife and three sons and is very active in the Ithaca Soccer
community.

• Costa Lambrou was also born
and raised in Ithaca NY and is
Nick’s son. Costa graduated from
Cornell University Hotel School in
2016. His first job was as an analyst
assembling tertiary market hotel
portfolios to then be marketed and
sold by Intellistay LLC. Like his father before him, Costa has
been involved in real estate development throughout his life; for
example, he spent teenage summers helping to renovate Lambrou
Collegetown properties, including the coordination of furnishings
for the 45-bed 309 Eddy St. new construction project. Costa
is responsible for aligning Lambrou Real Estate into securing
Greenstar Market for their recently opened location new on
Cascadilla St. He was also the leader for LRE to acquire and help
lead the development team into receiving final site plan approval
for City Harbor and Guthrie Medical offices, where construction
is well underway. Costa also led LRE into acquiring the Agora
and the properties adjacent to the Inlet Island site, and is directly
responsible for securing tenancy of Ithaca Re-Use, Lucky Hare
Brewery, Dan Smalls Presents, and Luna Street Foods as tenants
for the Agora project. He sits on the Science Center Board and
the Ithaca Yacht Club Board, and as a Cornell Student worked
for Student Agencies as Real Estate Director, and more recently
acted as an advisor for their new-build project on College Ave.
He is currently LRE’s General Manager of Operations, and also
responsible for finding new real estate development opportunities.
He also assists with marina operations at City Harbor (formerly
Johnson’s Marina). Costa is well known as conscientious and
is viewed as a trust-worthy development partner among his
colleagues. and helped navigate the process partnering with the
IAWWTF SJC to use the effluent water for novel green source
for heating and cooling City Harbor and Guthrie Medical. Costa
enjoys boating, skiing, and traveling, is mechanically inclined, and
is an ardent supporter of Ithaca as a place to live, work, and enjoy.

Lambrou Real Estate (LRE) is a company that began in 1959 and has grown to now own and manage hundreds of apartment

units, private parking lots, several commercial tenants, restaurants, a tea lounge, and night-life entertainment. Its development history
is strong with new construction, renovations, acquisitions, and over the years has successfully navigated through three moratoriums,
recessions, eminent domain proceedings, grants, tax credits, formed partnerships. Today, the company is being steadily guided through
the pandemic by Nick and Costa and is continuing to grow and enjoy an excellent reputation among its peers and tenants alike. LRE
has been member of the Landlord Association since the organization’s inception. LRE were recently listed as a top-10 property tax
provider for the City of Ithaca, and are the largest privately financed entity of the Tompkins Trust Company. Over the years, and
including new approved and pending developments, LRE will have contributed projects to the City of Ithaca that have an assessed
value approaching $100 million. LRE is fortunate to partner with Finger Lakes Development as part of the Inlet Island RFEI process
to demonstrate the development potential and public benefits of linking these two important waterfront parcels.
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Relevant Experience
Whitham Planning Design Landscape Architecture
Scott Whitham
• Scott Whitham, RLA, ASLA
Principal of Whitham Planning
Design Landscape Architecture
(WPD), has over 20 years of
experience in leading complex
projects and project teams.
His work has ranged across
diverse built-environment disciplines, and has included
planning new regional park systems and revitalized urban
waterfronts, leading in the preservation and rehabilitation
of significant historic structures and landscapes, and
managing the planning, design and construction of
educational facilities and campuses. Actively engaged in
his community, Scott’s volunteer work has been equally
diverse, from Chair of the City of Ithaca Planning Board
to Chair of the Architecture, Planning and Design Panel
of the New York State Council on the Arts, among many
others. Scott was Chair of the Ithaca Planning Board when
the Inlet Island Urban Design Plan was drafted in 1998,
and has particular insight into seeing this project’s vision
through as a representation of many years of community
planning efforts in the City.
Related Mixed-Use and Residential Projects

City Harbor Ithaca (2018 – 2022)
Cayuga Park Ithaca, NY (2018 – 2022)
City Centre Ithaca, NY (2016 - 2019)
409 College Ave Ithaca (2018-2021)
100 West Water Street Elmira, NY (2018 - 2020)
50 Front Street Binghamton, NY (2018 – 2020)

Affordable Housing Projects

Ithaca ArtHaus Ithaca, (2018 – 2021)
Asteri Ithaca (2019-2022)
Cayuga Park Ithaca, NY (2018-2022)

Public Projects

Clemens Square, Riverfront Park, Garage, Elmira, NY (2018 –
2020)
Columbus Park and Youth Center, Binghamton (2019-2022)
DECO District Arts District Binghamton, NY (2018)

Hospitality Projects

Canopy Hotel Ithaca, NY (2014-2019)
Hotel Ithaca later Marriot Hotel, Ithaca, NY (2014 - 2016)
Argos Inn Ithaca, NY (2014 - 2016)
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HOLT Architects
Kate Chesebrough

• Kate Chesebrough,
RLA, ASLA, an Associate
at WPD, is an integral part
of the WPD team. Among
her roles at the firm, Kate
coordinates project proposals;
manages project schedules and
coordinates project teams; engages in public outreach with
community stakeholders; oversees municipal planning and
entitlements processes; and leads the design team during
conceptual, schematic, design development, and forconstruction landscape architectural design drawings and
documentation. Kate’s background in the arts informs her
understanding and approach to designing for community
life and memorable landscape experiences. Kate is the
Emerging Professionals Chair for the New York Upstate
ASLA chapter, is an active academic critic at Cornell and
SUNY-ESF, and volunteers at various regional arts and
cultural organizations. Her family’s maritime family history
and experience growing up sailing on Cayuga Lake holds a
special place for ensuring that working waterfronts remain a
functional part of our urban landscape.

Steve Hugo

Nathan Brown

• Steve Hugo, AIA, a Principal
of HOLT Architects, has 20
years of bringing collaborative,
professional, knowledge-based
solutions to his projects. Steve
has led many multidisciplinary
design teams through
complex and fast-track renovation and new residential,
commercial, and mixed-use projects. He confidently
captures clients’ visions and works with teams to create
thoughtful, supportive, cost-effective, and award-winning
architectural solutions. Steve’s innovative solutions integrate
connectivity, flexibility, and sustainability into each concept
to best support building occupants. Steve understands
the importance and balance in preserving a community’s
culture and history while simultaneously positioning that
community for the future’s progress and growth. Born and
raised in Tompkins County, Steve is a vested community
member and supports continued progress and growth
through his service to numerous local organizations. Steve
was formerly the President of the Board of Directors for the
Downtown Ithaca Alliance, Chair of the Ithaca Commons
Redesign and Ad-HOC Commons Entrance Design
Committees, and on the Visioning Committee for the
Ithaca Historic Walking Tours.
Related Housing Development Projects:

City Harbor Waterfront Development, Ithaca
Lembeck Landing Waterfront Development (through design),
Watkins Glen
Travis Hyde Properties, Library Place Mixed Use Development
(55 Units), Ithaca
Travis Hyde Properties, Gateway Commons (25 Units), LEED
Silver certified, Ithaca
Travis Hyde Properties, Gateway Plaza, Historic Mixed-Use
Building Renovation, Ithaca
Ithaca Neighborhood Housing Services (INHS), Hancock Street
Townhouse Development (54 Units), Ithaca
INHS, Breckenridge Place (50 Units), LEED for Homes
Platinum, Ithaca
INHS, Stone Quarry Apartments (35 Units), Ithaca
INHS, Glen Lake Apartments (40 Units), LEED for Homes
Gold, Watkins Glen
INHS Trumansburg Apartments (75 Units), Trumansburg

• Nathan Brown, AIA, LEED
AP, an Associate at HOLT, has
over 18 years of experience that
includes managing design and
construction administration for
Higher Education, Healthcare,
Community, and Housing
Development clients. Nate’s broad knowledge of design
and construction and a creative eye and attention to
detail make him an asset to both clients and design teams.
Nate has managed projects that range from small interior
retrofits to multi-million dollar office buildings and largescale additions and renovations. His hands-on project
management style includes effective multi-disciplinary
team leadership and budget and schedule management in
all project phases.
Relaeted Housing Development Projects, cont’d

Student Agencies Real Estate, Collegetown Student Housing
Development, Ithaca
Newman Development Group, Seneca Way Apartments (38
Units), Urban Housing Project, Ithaca
NRP Group / Arbor Development, Lamphear Townhouses
Phase II, Corning
NRP Group, Holochuck Townhouses, Ithaca
The Overlook at West Hill (128 Units)
409 College Avenue Mixed Use (26 Units), Ithaca
Thurston Avenue Apartments (18 Units)
Eddygate Park Apartments (162 Units)
College Circle Apartments Complex (76 Units)
Ravenwood Apartments
Valentine Place Apartments

Additional Community projects

Tompkins Financial Corp., New Headquarters Building
407 College Avenue, Student Agencies
Ithaca Beer Brewery and Tap Room
Ithaca Ale House at City Center
Hangar Theatre Rehabilitation
Tompkins County Legislature Relocation
Tompkins County Courthouse
Town of Ithaca Public Works Renovation
531 Esty Street Adaptive Reuse
Airplane Factory Adaptive Reuse
Cayuga Medical Center
Center Ithaca Renovations
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Relevant Experience

From top: The Library Place project (HOLT); Boathouse Landing at 323 Taughannock Blvd., (Steve Flash); City Harbor,
currently under construction (development team included Lambrou Real Estate; HOLT, WPD).
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From top right: City Centre (WPD) across from the Ithaca Marriott, (Jeffrey Rimland); 210 Hancock Street (INHS, HOLT)
Breckenridge Place (INHS, HOLT).
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Schematic Design Concept
Project Overview
With the combination of the Inlet and Agora sites, this
project team is able to fit the uses that are best-suited per
project site. The collective proposal for all project sites
includes:
• An inclusive, vibrant neighborhood of affordable and
market-rate housing on the Inlet with shared amenity areas
that integrate with the activity of existing businesses and
open spaces;
• New housing units to meet the demands of our
community, as outlined below:
•
78-80 hometel units at the Stays;
•
50-56 affordable housing units at the Anchor;
•
22 mid-market for-sale townhomes at the Agora project;
•
10-25 apartment units at the Agora project;
•
40-60 boutique downtown waterfront hotel units at the
Agora project.
•
22 beds in the duplexes and single-family homes at the
Fulton Street site;
•
Total of 222-265 residential and hotel units as a result
of this project team’s development of the Inlet Island and
Agora project sites; up to 158 of these would be on the Inlet
Island site.

• Enhanced public amenities and open green space along
the extended Cayuga Waterfront Trail on Inlet Island,
featuring generous public space between the Inlet and the
Anchor and the Stays buildings, including a dog park,
playground, and picnic lawn areas in addition to outdoor
tenant amenities; at the Agora site, the Cayuga Waterfront
Trail will be reoriented to be directly on the water and will
have a lively urban edge near the proposed hotel and a
more park-like setting near the proposed townhomes;
• Improved access and circulation within the Inlet,
including an enhanced Old Taughannock Boulevard as
an organized urban street with a tree-lined median that
accommodates adequate parking to support the needs of
residents and visitors while promoting walkability with
attractive pedestrian connections to both sides of Inlet
Island;
• A plan that celebrates the heritage of the Inlet Island site
as a working waterfront and keeps these functions intact
while planning improvements to allow the maritime heart
of this site to thrive, including improved marina facilities
that will enhance views to the water, street appeal, and
rooftop solar farm;

• A new pedestrian bridge that links the Inlet Island and
Agora project sites, enhancing access to existing and new
businesses;
• A waterfront hotel that is highly visible to the public and
has easy access to primary transportation corridors; live music
entertainment, a microbrewery, and retail at the Agora site;
and opportunities for ownership of downtown waterfront
townhomes at the Agora site.

Inlet Island – Overview
• The project proposes 1 affordable housing building, ‘The
Anchor’, owned and operated by INHS and 1 managed
apartment / extended-stay hotel building, ‘The Stays’, owned
and operated by Finger Lakes Development. These will share
amenity areas surrounding the buildings and will benefit
equally from views to the water, generous open space and
outdoor programmed areas, the waterfront trail and new
pier, immediate access to boating on scenic Cayuga Lake,
and proximity to nearby services. Housing is a compatible
use for this site, as its programmatic needs allow the marina
to continue to operate and maintains an adequate supply of
parking for existing nearby businesses. The new buildings will
all be designed with energy-efficient design principles and will
draw power from the solar farm on the Finger Lakes Boating
Center as well as the roofs of the new buildings themselves.
These new buildings will share similar design aesthetics,
resulting in a cohesive, high-quality, and attractive buildings
that face the public street and waterways. The buildings have
been named after maritime elements to celebrate their setting
in a working waterfront. The new buildings are oriented to
create a cohesive streetwall on the improved Old Taughannock
Boulevard and provide generous open spaces on the
waterfront and attractive, human-scaled connections between
both sides of Inlet Island.
• The project team is excited about creating the opportunity
for relationships to develop between long-term residents,
visiting extended-stay guests, boaters, and professional staff at
existing businesses. This creates a welcoming environment for
members of the public who are visiting the site for walks along
the improved Cayuga Waterfront Trail, restaurant and bar,
boat rentals, live entertainment, and the hotel. This proposal
creates many ways for Ithacans and visitors to have their own
‘on the water’ experience.
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Schematic Design Concept
The Anchor - Affordable Housing
This proposal understands the need for affordable housing
in our community and is committed to providing
affordable options as part of this site redevelopment. Our
partnership with INHS will ensure excellent building
management and tenant relationship-building and support
over the long term.

Program

The ‘Anchor’ building proposes approximately 50-56
affordable apartment units owned and managed by Ithaca
Neighborhood Housing Services in a 5-story building that
features views of and close proximity to the waterfront with
ground-level amenity areas. These units will serve residents
earning between 30 – 120% Area Median Income. The
building contains ground floor amenity spaces for both
residents of the building and the greater community at
large. These spaces, such as community room for the
residents, laundry facilities, office space and commercial
space for a potential childcare facility, are intended to
take full advantage of grade level access to the abundant
green space to the West and access to the waterfront
trail. Outdoor programming areas including an outdoor
plaza, natural-themed playground, and picnic lawn area.
The project team has discussed potentially collaborating
with the Ithaca Children’s Garden for the daycare and
playground uses.

Viewsheds

This building is situated with its long axis running North/
South so that the apartments could take advantage of both
the easterly and westerly sun exposure. Each unit includes
a balcony that allows the occupants to step out of their
unit and immerse themselves in the surrounding vista. The
balconies in this building are more than a simple escape
from the indoors, they are an experience that is structured
around the views to the canal on the west or the working
boatyard and marina to the west. Each balcony is semicantilevered so as to provide privacy from the adjacent
neighbor while also reducing the visual impact of a balcony
on the exterior façade. This recess allows residents to place
some chairs on the balcony and enjoy a sense of seclusion
while overlooking the waterfront and the lush hills beyond.
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Exterior Finishes

The exterior materials for this building are comprised of
varied products such as resin rainscreen panels, metal panels,
and composite wood. These products are selected for their
durability, color fastness and contemporary feel. They are
inspired by materials found in and around the marina, as well
as the West End. Color was used to accentuate various aspects
of the building. Lighter wood was used around the balconies
to not only accentuate them against the stronger façade color,
but to provide a warmth and calm to the balcony spaces and
the occupants. The balconies are adorned with glass railings
so that the occupants get a full unobstructed viewshed of the
waterfront. Where possible, large expanses of glass will be
used for both the tenant amenity space on the ground floor,
but for the occupants on the floors above. The intention is to
take full advantage of the abundant natural light available.

Building Forms
Parking

Community spaces in the ‘Anchor’ building are located
at grade, easily accessible and convenient to parking. The
apartment units are elevated off of grade on pilotis which
allow the units to take greater advantages of the viewsheds.
While the intent is to park cars under the building to relieve
the burden on surface parking across the site, it is the projects
intent to screen those cars from the public waterfront view
either through low screening walls with plantings or to install
green screens in the openings allowing vegetation to grow up
the screen and conceal the parking behind it.

Forms

The building is simple and elegant, floating above the parking
field and anchoring to the ground at the North end where
the tenant entry and access to the adjacent green spaces are
located. This entry is defined with rising glass curtainwalls
and functional sun shading devices. The balconies are semirecessed into alcoves to provide both protection and privacy
while allowing the occupants to absorb the vista around them.

The Stays - Managed apartments/ extendedstay hotel
Program

• This building proposes a complementary mix of
apartments units with extended- stay units and will be
owned and operated by Finger Lakes Development. There
will be approximately 78-90 units in the building, of
which there will be approximately 10% (2 bedroom), 25%
(studio), and 65% (one bedroom) units; these figures may
change. The extended-stay component of this program
provides the opportunity of ‘staycation’ for locals to “live
on the water” for an extended period of time- or, just for
a long weekend. The demand for medium-term rental
opportunities have increased recently, especially due to the
fact that many are able to work remotely. These waterfront
extended-stay units would become a tourism destination
for guests from across the region, country, and even the
world. This is a current trend in hospitality as identified
by the Tompkins County Chamber of Commerce in
their Economic Summit 2021. There will be employment
opportunities for well-paid management positions for
either on- or off-site building managers. The ‘Stays building
differs from the ‘Anchor’ building in that the residential
units are brought all the way down to grade. This allows
for individual garden style units at the ground floor.
Ground floor amenities will include residential lobby entry,
port-cochére drop off zone, and community space for the
occupants and an outdoor patio. The upper levels will
consist of residential units.

Viewsheds

• Similar to the ‘Anchor’, this building is situated with
its long axis running North/South so that the apartments
could take advantage of both the easterly and westerly sun
exposure. The variation on the balcony here is that some
units will have the semi-cantilevered individual balconies
where others will have a shared balcony separated by a
wood accent wall which provides not only privacy but
aesthetic interest to the building form. These balconies
are designed to take full advantage of the vibrancy of the
surrounding vistas and allow the occupants to step out
of their unit and immerse themselves in the surrounding
landscape.

Exterior Finishes

• The exterior materials for this building are comprised of
varied products such as resin rainscreen panels, metal panels,
and composite wood. These products are selected for their
durability, color fastness and contemporary feel. They are
inspired by materials found in and around the marina, as well
as the West End. Color was used to accentuate various aspects
of the building. Lighter wood was used around the balconies
to not only accentuate them against the stronger façade color,
but to provide a warmth and calm to the balcony spaces and
the occupants. The balconies are adorned with glass railings
so that the occupants get a full unobstructed viewshed of the
waterfront. Where possible, large expanses of glass will be
used for both the tenant amenity space on the ground floor,
but for the occupants on the floors above. The intention is to
take full advantage of the abundant natural light available.

Building Forms

• The ‘Stays’ building is designed around a tripartite
hierarchy. Building community space and residential entry
are located in the center portion. The intent is to have a clear
visible sightline from building entry on the interior side all the
way through the building and out to the canal. Each portion
to the North and South of that central entry is organized
around the slightly smaller accent forms. This layering of
materials and colors helps to break the building formwork
down to a more pedestrian scale. Expansive glass will
illuminate the building and highlight its vibrancy and activity
throughout the daytime and into the evening.
• Parking for residents will be conveniently located close
to the buildings as part of an efficiently designed plan
that minimizes paving on the site in order to preserve the
maximum amount of available open space. Therefore, we
foresee no impact on the Boatyard Grill restaurant parking
area as a result of this use, which will allow this business to
grow and thrive.
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Schematic Design Concept

Images that inspire the conceptual design of the Stays and the Anchor buildings. From top left: metal and wood facade panels;
private balconies with framed views and a sense of intimacy; cutting-edge sailing designs; green screens; fenestration patterns
with balconies; wooden deck with glass railing.

Conceptual design inspiration for the Stays and Anchor buildings, continued, from top left: Contemporary patios with
waterfront views; wood aesthetic facade panels; covered drop-off aras with wood accents; outdoor spaces that integrate with the
overall building design; harmonizing facade materials along a streetwall.
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Schematic Design Concept
Improvements to Existing Buildings

• As part of these overall improvements, the FLBC plans to
add Krenzer marine sales to the suite of full-service marine
operations. This expansion of marine business will draw
further tourism and create more full-time employment
opportunities.

Finger Lakes Boating Center

• The Project team is working with Renovus Energy to
explore the feasibility of putting a community solar farm
on the roof of the Finger Lakes Boating Center. Preliminary
Coast Guard Auxiliary
reports indicate that this rooftop solar farm could generate
• The Coast Guard Auxiliary building will remain in place
enough power to serve 30 houses, or 350 kilowatts per
and will be improved by the project team.
hour, for a rooftop solar installation on the roof of the
• The Coast Guard will be invited to continue to provide
FLBC buildings alone; additional renewable energy will
their public services in this building, in addition to new
be generated by installing solar panels on the roofs of the
maritime classes and events that bring more Ithacans down to
Anchor and the Stays buildings.The project team is looking
the waterfront. The project team will work with the City to
into the cost of inter connection between this new solar
acquire this parcel from the State and does not anticipate that
rt
farm and the existing electrical infrastructure that currently
this element will delay the proposed project.
serves the site.
• The project team’s concept for this building is as an
• Views to the water on the east side of the Inlet will be
adaptive reuse project of the existing building to enhance its
improved as the project team proposes removal of exterior
function as a community resource and education center. The
Designer
Organization
walls of a significant amount of the existing building. This
project
Keiththe
Liblick
Solar team will work to make much-needed upgrades the
will allow
public to enjoy the sights and sounds Renovus
of
existing building to meet current building code standards
boats coming and going on the Inlet while walking past on
and to make improvements appropriate to its use as a shared
Organization
Coordinates
the proposed
extension of the Waterfront Trail. ThisDate
will
waterfront community resource. Amenities will include
Renovus
Solar
maintain
the roof of-76.512349)
the building which provides sought(42.444156,
9 March 2021
storage, classroom, and meeting spaces; a kitchen area; and the
after amenityDate
of storing 36 boats under cover during the
new proposed dock at Lookout Point.
512349) season.
9 March 2021
• Preliminary proposed uses for the building include
maintaining the public safety operations of the Coast Guard
Auxiliary; public access to the2 proposed dock for fishing
kWh/m
/yearand lake ecology for
lessons, boating safety,
area history,
2
children and adults; access2,450
to the or
building
kWh/m /year
moreand its amenities
for
programming
at
the
Anchor
building;
and possibly
2,450 or more
summer day camp programming for kids and teens.
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An image from the solar power feasibility study by Renovus Solar of a micro grid on the roof of the existing Finger Lakes
Boating Center
buildings;Annual
these Solar
solarAccess
panels(%)will be
expanded to include the rooftops of the Anchor and Stays buildings.
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From top right: FLBC rooftop solar farm installation; potential shared kitchen space; members of the Coast Guard Auxiliary in
uniform; the sought-after boat storage spaces at the FLBC; potential youth marine classes.
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Schematic Design Concept
Agora
The Agora project will bring destination commercial,
entertainment, and hospitality to the Inlet via the high
accessible Route 13 corridor, high-quality waterfront
apartment units, as well as for-sale waterfront townhomes.

The Space - Entertainment Hub

• The former Greenstar ‘the Space’ building will be
adaptively reused to become an entertainment hub,
featuring partnerships with Dan Smalls Presents (DSP
Shows). Luna Street Foods, and Lucky Hare Brewing. The
concert venue will accommodate 600-700 people for public
events, organized and promoted by one of the region’s
most well-recognized entertainment coordinators, DSP
Shows. Food and drink will be provided by Luna Street
Foods in an informal, eclectic setting with a similar ethos
to the food itself, in addition to the microbrewery. The live
entertainment, food and drink, and microbrewery spaces
will each have corresponding outdoor spaces where these
programmatic spaces will overlap and create a buzzing
atmosphere.

The Lake House Apartments and Inlet
Townhomes - Housing

• The Lake House apartment building on the south end
of the site will provide urban waterfront apartment units
across from the proposed Entertainment Hub.
• The Inlet Townhomes on the north end of the site will
be in a more park-like setting and will be available for
sale. This will open up opportunities in the Ithaca housing
market for for-sale units in a downtown waterfront location
that comes with all of the benefits of being located on the
Cayuga Waterfront Trail. These will be targeted for families
who are looking to live and own property downtown but
are looking for new, move-in ready options.

Downtown Waterfront Hotel

• A waterfront boutique hotel offering approximately 4060 rooms will be easily accessible at this gateway location
on Route 13. This location will offer immediate access to
the waterfront and waterfront trail, including kayak, boat,
and bike rentals. The hotel will be professionally designed
so that each room is an individually styled experience that
immerses the visitor in the hotel theme. The project team is

currently considering each room being themed as a different
well-known artist. There will be options for dining as well
as a cafe within the hotel. The hotel will be well-served at
this site with immediate access to Enterprise Rent-a-Car for
travelers as well as easy shuttle service to the Ithaca Airport or
bus terminal via Route 13. The hotel will bring out-of-town
visitors closer to established businesses on the West Side,
including Greenstar, Liquid State Brewing, Maxie’s Supper
Club, Ren’s Mart, Saigon Kitchen, and more.

Small-Scale Businesses

• A suite of small-scale businesses will be included at the
ground-floor level of the hotel and/or apartment buildings.
The concept for these ‘micro’ businesses is to provide a lower
barrier to entry for local retailers to have a storefront. One of
the businesses, possibly in collaboration with the hotel, will
rent approximately 20 biks, 5 boats, and 20 canoes and kayaks
so that visitors and residents can experience the Inlet, Cayuga
Lake, and the Cayuga Waterfront Trail.

Water Access

• The Agora project site will feature a minimum of 40 boat
slips that are serviced by electric.

Fulton Street
• As shown in the proposed master plan, the development
team owns a number of duplexes and single family homes
across Fulton Street from the Agora site. The development
team is in discussions with INHS about their potential
management of these units.
• The parking adjacent to these buildings will support
residents and will serve as overflow parking for the Agora and
Inlet properties as part of the parking demand management
strategy.

Cascadilla Street
• This area is currently parking and as part of this plan will
serve the Agora and Inlet Island projects as part of the parking
demand management strategy.

From top right: Images that inspire the Agora project design, including rustic touches such as wood stoves; gravel outdoor
gathering areas; an active waterfront with on-the-water programming and events; bike and boat rentals; and dining spaces.
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Sketch views of the Stays (left) and the Anchor (right) building facades. Both buildings make ample use of available natural light, views, and access to the water. Balconies and large window openings are an integral part of the experience of each building. Facade materials
are envisioned as high-quality, durable, and inspired by materials found in and around the Marina and Ithaca’s West End context. Layers of color and material, as well as landscape elements, aid in bringing the building forms to a human scale.

A rendered plan view of the overall development concept for
the Inlet Island, Agora, and adjacent development sites.
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A zoomed-in plan view of the development concept for the
Inlet Island project site.

A zoomed-in plan view of the development concept for the
Agora project site.
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Conceptually rendered drawings illustrating the massing and atmosphere of the Inlet Island and Agora project sites on either side of the Inlet. Left: The Stays building in the foreground will bring extended-stay ‘hometel’ units to the Inlet, while the Anchor building in the
background will provide waterfront affordable housing units. These buildings are situated on a reimagined Old Taughannock Boulevard which accommodates generous green space, pedestrian routes, parking, and allows the working waterfront at Finger Lakes Boating Center
to thrive. Right: The Agora site will feature a contemporary, “boutique” downtown waterfront hotel (foreground) n this highly accessible location at the intersection of Fulton and Buffalo Streets. The new proposed pedestrian bridge (midground) will link to Inlet Island and
enhance connectivity between the two sites. For-sale townhomes (background) will offer Ithacans the rare opportunity to buy their home along the improved Cayuga Waterfront Trail, which will be brought closer to the water as part of these plans.

A conceptually rendered view of the Anchor and Stays on Inlet Island, as seen from
the west. The layout of the site prioritizes green open space along the Flood Control
Channel and existing Cayuga Waterfront Trail while accommodating the circulation
needs of a working waterfront. Both the Anchor and the Stays will benefit from views
and access to the water. Public amenities along the Cayuga Waterfront Trail will be
enhanced as part of this plan. The solar panel microgrid on the roofs of the existing
Finger Lakes Boating Center and the new proposed buildings are seen here as wel.
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Context diagrams illustrating Inlet Island in
the Ithaca neighborhood context and showing
the many nearby services and destinations that
will provide a high standard of living at the
Inlet Island and Agora project sites.

A diagrammatic plan view of the project site illustrating the available number of parking
spaces on the Inlet Island and Agora sites.
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ITHACA INLET DEVELOPMENT

SITE VIGNETTE

Owner

Enter address here

These early renderings of the Agora project demonstrate the lively
waterfront commercial context that a boutique hotel would create.
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Preliminary Development Program
Finger Lakes Development
Finger Lakes Development plans, as part of this proposal,
to purchase the property from the IURA and develop
the site as described in this application. The FLD team
is interested in all of the parcels defined in the RFEI
including those that are listed as ‘potential additional
adjacent sites’. A parcel will be subdivided out to be owned
and developed by INHS as part of these plans.

The Anchor - INHS
• Our team’s vision for the redevelopment of this unique
waterfront property is to create a vibrant mixed-income
community, specifically designed to address high-priority
local housing needs. Toward that end, the project will
provide rental housing that is affordable at a range of
household incomes (from less than 30% AMI up to 120%
AMI).
• The INHS building will redevelop approximately
32,695 square feet of waterfront property on Inlet Island
into 50 - 56 new one- and two-bedroom residential
apartments in one five story elevator building. Each unit
will include kitchen, full bathroom, dining area, living area,
bedroom(s) and bulk storage. Six units in the building will
be fully adapted move-in ready for a person with a mobility
impairment, and three will be fully adapted for a person
with a hearing/visual impairment. All of the units will be

visitable by a person with a mobility impairment. INHS
anticipates that a minimum of 15% of the units will be set
aside for tenants with special needs; in the current proforma
9 units have been designated as eligible for an Empire State
Supportive Housing Initiative tenant defined as a person who
is homeless and diagnosed with a special need. The project
team understands that these figures may change during the
course of this development.
• Also included in the building is amenity space for tenants
including common laundry facilities, a community room,
and covered bike storage. A daycare facility or indoor play
room for residents is being considered as well. INHS property
management/maintenance staff will have office space on the
first floor for meeting with tenants. There will be a dedicated
office for resident services as well.

'The Stays' Building at Inlet Island
# of Units
% of Total
Studio Unit
32
36%
1 Bdrm Unit
56
64%
88
100%

% AMI
< 30%
< 50%
< 60%
< 120%

'The Anchor' INHS Building at Inlet Island
# of Units
% of Total
1 Bdrm
9
16%
9
13
23%
6
26
46%
20
8
14%
5
56
100%
40

2 Bdrm
0
7
6
3
16

Note: this reflects the maximum number of units possible in each building; these figures may change.
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Preliminary Development Budget
Finger Lakes Development
Notes: These preliminary figures have been developed based on the Finger Lakes Development team’s prior experience in
comparable projects. If directed by the IURA, these figures will be refined as needed as part of this RFEI process.
Land purchases to be reduced dollar for dollar by environmental cleanup costs.
The preliminary development budget for the Inlet Island RFEI redevelopment is as follows:

F in g er L akes D evelopm en t P relim in ary D evelopm en t B ug et - In let Islan d RF EI
Project Cost
"Stays" Building Cost
Land Cost Project Tot al
Solar Cost (unit s cost )
Soft Cost s (at t y, arch, dev, eng, ins,)
Owner Cost (Permit, fee, testing)
Building Cost contingency
Project Sub Total
508 Taughannock - Coast Guard
Discontinued Portion of T-Blvd
Public Parking Costs excluding land
Project Sub Total
INHS Portion of Project

Project Total

15,960,000
2,135,000
474,500
798,000
319,200
798,000
20,484,700
550,000
200,000
182,000
932,000
18,777,401

40,194,101

subject concession necessary for INHS participation

subject to consideration of condition and anticipated public use
subject to consideration of prescriptive easement

See INHS Dev. Budget less project ed land cost

The Anchor - INHS

The preliminary development budget for the Anchor building on Inlet Island to be managed by INHS is as follows:

The A n chor IN HS B uildin g at In let Islan d
USES
Acquisition
Soft Costs & Fees
Hard Costs
Hard Contingency
Soft Contingency
Reserves
Working Capital
Total

TOTAL

$457,730
$4,156,785
$13,632,276
$681,614
$107,839
$142,687
$56,200
$19,235,131
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Preliminary Financing Plan,

Preliminary Financing Plan,
Financial Capacity
Inlet Island – Finger Lakes Development

The Anchor Financing Plan - INHS

• Finger Lakes Development will apply for commercial
financing for what we anticipate will be 70% of the cost
of development. To do so, we will draw on the credit
history and banking relations of the principals. Based upon
extensive local development accomplishments, and the
financial projections of the project, we expect to be able to
obtain financing and will apply to both local and national
lenders with which the team already has relationships.
• The Stays building plans to participate in the CIITAP
tax abatement program. FLD will apply for the CIITAP
tax abatement program because we will be creating an
energy efficient building that, in conjunction with the
rooftop solar investment, strives to reach “net ‘zero” energy
efficiency. This is a program with which we are familiar
having used it in the construction of the building located at
323 Taughannock Blvd.
• The solar component will utilize the various tax credits
affiliated with that program. This financing plan is subject
to change due to market conditions and actual construction
costs.

The Financing Plan for the INHS building is based on INHS’s
15 year history of securing a combination of State, Federal,
Local and Conventional Financing for this type of housing.
The Plan anticipates an application to NYS Homes and
Community Renewal for 9% Federal Low Income Housing
Tax Credits and State Low Income Housing Tax Credits, as
well as a low interest Housing Trust Fund Corporation loan.
INHS will apply to the City of Ithaca for HOME funds and
to the Tompkins County Community Housing Development
Fund. INHS will contribute equity from its own funds and
secure a 30 year mortgage from a conventional lender. To
achieve the rent plan outlined above, INHS will apply to
the Tompkins County Legislature for a 30 Year Payment
In Lieu of Tax Agreement (PILOT) that steps from 5% of
Net Income up to 12% over the course of 15 years. A very
similar financing plan and PILOT structure was approved
for Founder’s Way, INHS’s 75 unit development at the old
Immaculate Conception School Site, which has a planned
construction start in June of this year. INHS has also utilized
a similar financing plan for its 210 Hancock, Stone Quarry,
Breckenridge Place and Cedar Creek apartment complexes in
the City of Ithaca. Note that this financing plan can change
based on market conditions and eventual construction costs.

The A n chor IN HS B uildin g at In let Islan d

Permanent Financing Plan
Total
Conventional
Federal 9% Low Income Housing Tax Credits
State 9% Low Income Housing Tax Credits
NYS Housing Trust Fund Mortgage
INHS Equity
City of Ithaca- HOME
County of Tompkins CHDF
Total

Inlet Island RFEI Submission

$2,671,619
$9,504,000
$3,681,400
$2,400,000
$378,112
$300,000
$300,000
$19,235,131
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Preliminary Financing Plan, Financial Capacity
Financial Capacity - Finger Lakes
Development
• As is indicated in Finger Lakes Development’s
biographies, Jeffrey Rimland has significant experience in
the hospitality industry including the 168-room Marriot.
He has also owned and developed apartment buildings,
office buildings, condominium development and a very
successful entertainment venue on Long Island.
• Stephen Flash has a 25-year history in Ithaca real estate
and business development. He is a part owner of Marina
Realty of Ithaca, which owns and operates the successful
Boatyard Grill restaurant and is the owner of the marina
property on Inlet Island. He is also one of the owners
of Finger Lakes Boating Center. Steve is also one of the
owners of the popular and successful restaurant, Ciao!, in
nearby Lansing. Steve is also an investor in the Boathouse
Landing at 323 Taughannock Blvd. townhouse apartment
project.
• Further materials can be provided as requested.

Financial Capacity - INHS
• Since 2008 INHS has developed or preserved 475
units of rental housing in 10 projects with a total project
cost of $131MM. Of the total, 8 projects with 392 units
are owned and managed by INHS. 75% of our renter
households are Section 8 voucher holders. INHS has
invested $3.8MM in sponsor loans into 4 of the 10 projects
we have completed since 2008. In February of 2021 INHS
was awarded $1.8MM from the Federal CDFI fund to
invest into affordable housing developments similar to this.
Additional Equity will be raised through the sale of Federal
and State Low Income Housing Tax Credits. INHS has a
history of working with a National Syndicator, Enterprise
Community Partners, to locate an equity investor. In the
past, Enterprise has raised equity for INHS affordable
housing deals from Morgan Stanley, M&T Bank, Key
Bank, and JP Morgan Chase. Enterprise investors have
invested over $45MM in equity into INHS’s affordable
housing developments.
• All of INHS’s recent real estate development work
provides housing for a mix of incomes, typically families
or individuals (including seniors) earning between 0%
and 100% of the Area Median Income. Four of INHS’s
real estate development projects include commercial
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space for non-profits and/or child care facilities. All of the
organization’s affordable housing work includes units that are
set aside for people with special needs including:
• Developmental Disabilities
• Diagnosed Mental Illness
• Victims of Domestic Violence
• Homeless
• Veterans
• Physically Disabled
• Hearing and Visually Disabled
• Our real estate services include pre-development planning,
grant writing, construction management, financing, property
management and contract compliance. Currently, INHS
has over 350 new rental units in predevelopment and two
HCR-financed developments under construction. The
organization has developed, or is in the process of developing,
three integrated supportive housing communities with
partner organizations that serve people with developmental
disabilities: Pine View Circle in Tyre, NY; Glen Lakes
Apartments in Watkins Glen, NY, and Founder’s Way in
Ithaca, NY.
• INHS’s key development and property management
staff are experienced in complex affordable housing projects
that involve multiple sources of funding. There are four of
us in the Real Estate Development Department. Joseph
Bowes, is the Director of Real Estate Development and
has 19 years of experience developing affordable housing
in NYS. Lynn Truame, Senior Real Estate Developer, has
been working in affordable housing since 1998. Lynn has
a background in historic preservation and has worked for
the City of Ithaca as a Community Development Planner.
Leslie Ackerman focuses on developing for-sale homes to
sell to first time homebuyers as part of INHS’s Community
Land Trust. Last year INHS was awarded a Rose Fellow
position by Enterprise Community Partners. This program
placed a licensed architect, Chau Pham, in our organization
to provide in house architecture and site planning capacity.
INHS’s Executive Director, Johanna Anderson has worked
with for-profit and nonprofit housing organizations for over
a decade. Our Director of Finance,Patty Paolangeli, has 25
years of experience with INHS and our Director of Property
Management has been in affordable housing management and
compliance for 10 years. If the IURA would like bios of each
of our key staff please contact the project team.
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Requests of City, Specific Concerns
Requests for IURA/City Participation
• The development team will construct, maintain and
operate the public parking on the site. We anticipate a
metering program at commercially reasonable fees and
anticipate a program where businesses can participate in a
discounted payment program through up front monthly
fees.
• The project team is aware that as part of this proposal,
the City or IURA will need to secure the 508 Taughannock
Blvd. property (currently occupied by the Coast Guard
Auxiliary) from NY DEC. As described in this proposal,
FLD plans to rent the building to entities that support
publicly beneficial uses. FLD will make the current location
available to the Coast Guard so that they can continue their
water safety services. FLD would support transfer by the
State to the City/IURA of the license of the existing dock
on the west side of Inlet Island for public use.
• The project team would work with the City during
pursuit of applicable grants to support public waterfront
access.
• FLD proposes to purchase the land based on an
appraised value, with credit given to the brown field cleanup costs necessary for development.
• INHS will apply to the IURA for financing through the
HOME/CDBG annual funding round. The project team
on behalf of INHS may seek to have the IURA make the
property available at less than market value for the area
necessary to complete the Anchor building. This could
be a slight discount to the 18.50/SqFt. included in the
RFEI. Any discount would be to ensure that the project
is competitive with other funding applications in the state,
based on preliminary budget estimates developed for this
RFEI.
• INHS, a local non-profit, is the sponsor and
developer responsible for completing key project tasks
including acquisition, construction supervision, loan
closings, organizational filings, and all aspects of the tax
credit syndication. INHS will manage the completed
development. The owner of the project will be a to-beformed Limited Liability Corporation with two Members:
•
The Managing Member will be a wholly owned
subsidiary of INHS and have a .01% ownership interest.
•
The Investing Member who will purchase the tax
credits a 99.99% ownership interest.
• The INHS parcel will be subdivided and owned
by a Housing Development Fund Corporation that
INHS forms and wholly owns. INHS may require City

participation during this land purchase. The HDFC provides
sales and mortgage tax exemptions to the project. This
ownership structure is the similar on all of INHS’s affordable
tax credit deals.
• INHS does not expect the City to maintain any of the
INHS owned property.

Specific Concerns
• As property owners on Inlet Island, the project team
would like to make sure that the IURA understands the
programmatic, spatial, and parking requirements of the
existing business operations at the Finger Lakes Boating
Center, Boatyard Grill, Island Health and Fitness / Cayuga
Wellness Center, and other existing Inlet enterprises. Based
on this understanding we hope that the IURA will prioritize
compatible uses such as residential for the development of this
site.
• Parcel 43-1-6 is a significant concern. This parcel is subject
to a prescriptive easement to MRI for access especially for
emergency/fire vehicles for the Boatyard Grill. If this parcel is
sold to any other entity or permitted to be developed for any
other use, it jeopardizes the very existence and the economic
well-being of the restaurant.
• The project team would like to ensure that the IURA
understands the spatial needs of a functioning marina. The
landscape and site plan in this proposal specifically address
and accommodate these important marina operations. The
boat haul-out lift and truck that moves the boats for storage
during the winter need large areas for maneuvering, even
larger than a fire truck. This is part of why the southern area
of the proposed plan is used for parking, in addition to ease
of access for neighboring Island Health and Fitness/ Cayuga
Wellness. The marina uses forklifts and other equipment on a
regular basis as it services boats, and is therefore unsuitable for
any permanent public use; this area must remain flexible, free
of any barriers, and safe. Any development in this area should
consider these industrial needs of the marina in order for it to
remain operational.
• The Coast Guard Auxiliary parcel will need to be
transferred from the State to the City or IURA and then sold
to the project team as part of this plan. The project team is
willing to work with the City through this process and does
not anticipate that this timeline would impede construction
progress for the Anchor or the Stays projects. This can remain
an independent parcel for as long as is needed until the
required transfer and approvals are completed.
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Affordable housing

• This project prioritizes affordable housing as part of
this inclusive neighborhood on Ithaca’s waterfront. Not
only does this project prioritize the program of affordable
housing, but the location of the Anchor building puts
this building at the heart of the community and in a
prime waterfront location. The project team welcomes
this opportunity to bring more affordable housing units
to the Ithaca housing market to address the needs of our
neighbors.
• One of the benefits of the way this project is structured
is that it does not rely on one developer to realize the full
program as shown. If the affordable housing element takes
longer to develop than the market rate, for example, the
market rate units could proceed. By the same token if the
affordable housing project is funded first, then it could
move forward without relying on the other elements of
the project. This means that the projects can be managed
independently and will not hold each other up in terms
of financing or construction timelines. This is a benefit
to the community as it allows the project team to move
more nimbly through the development process and deliver
elements of the project as soon as they are available.
• In order to maintain and manage the property
INHS will hire 1 to 2 full time equivalents. It has been
estimated that affordable housing developments like the
one contemplated require as many as 100 individuals to
construct them including carpenters, plumbers, electricians,
laborers etc. INHS understands that local labor is a
priority for the City and we will work to include as much
as possible, including union labor, while still needing to
keep the budget competitive for tax credits. INHS is a
living wage employer. All of INHS’s NYS funded housing
developments are obligated to award a certain percentage of
our sub and supplier contracts to certified MBE, WBE, and
Service Disabled Veteran owned Firms.

Supporting Existing Businesses and
Organizations
Bringing residential uses to Inlet Island will support the
existing small businesses on the Island, many of which are
vital in maintaining public boating access to Cayuga Lake
and to having a functioning maritime industry in the City
of Ithaca. The physical presence and activity of boating is a
fundamental part of the character of the Island- which this
development proposal embraces.

Finger Lakes Boating Center

• The industry of maintaining boats on Inlet Island is a
unique part of Ithaca’s waterfront experience. The Finger
Lakes Boating Center is the only remaining full-service
marina operation in the City limits – let alone the county
and the region - after Ithaca’s long history of waterfront
industrial uses. As such it is a critical element of public access
to and enjoyment of the waterfront. As a result of this project,
boating services will remain part of the Inlet for generations
to come. This proposal celebrates these industries- and the
well-paid professional mechanics and technicians that perform
these jobs. The plan supports the continued use of the haul
out slip and allows continued access for moving boats to and
from the slip and to and from Treman Marina where they
are stored off season. This activity is an important source of
support for the State Park. The large equipment necessary for
this operation requires sufficient turnaround space which is
preserved and protected by this plan while being a part of an
efficient, well-designed circulation pattern for the site. Haulout is done for a short time in spring and fall each year and
these marine functions will become part of the rhythm of
living near a working waterfront.
• FLBC is critical to the tourism industry, as 60% of its
customers are from outside Tompkins County and come here
to enjoy Cayuga Lake summers. The public is able to rent
pontoon boats from FLBC for half a day, a full day, or up
to three days, and is the only chance a family has to take a
boat out on their own. This is the only motorized boat rental
opportunity in the City of Ithaca.
• Finger Lakes Boating Center (FLBC) employs
approximately 7.5 full-time employees on an annualized
basis. Several members of the FLBC staff are highly trained
mechanics and heavy equipment operators; the travel lift
cranes, and boat trucking are specialized equipment and are
not in common use. According to the Association of Marina
Industries, FLBC’s operation supports 23 full-time jobs in the
local economy.
• FLBC is the only boatyard and full service marina and store
in the City of Ithaca and even on the entire southern end of
Cayuga Lake; the nearest comparable facility is in the town
of Cayuga on the north end of the lake. Other than private
individuals hauling out smaller trailerable boats at Treman or
at the Cornell-owned East Shore marina, FLBC is the only
facility of its kind in Ithaca.
• FLBC rents three pontoon boats, sells fishing gear, and is
the only locally-owned bait shop in town as the only other
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store in the City selling bait is Walmart. Between the store
and the docks and slips for rent, FLBC provides everything
needed to access the lake, from life jackets and waterproof
phone bags to radios and high-end depth sounders and
sailing gear.
• As part of this project, FLBC has taken on a line of
boats for sale and has ambitions to expand this part of the
business. Working with Krenzer Marine, FLBC will be able
to sell boats and continue to build its reputation and attract
additional water-based tourism.
• Based on the Association of Marine Industries calculator,
FLBC generates well above $3 million in direct spending
(actual spending by customers at store, including haul,
launch, and storage fees), indirect spending (what the
business spends) and induced spending (employee
purchasing power) in economic activity. Among the
approximately 630 boat slips at the southern end of Cayuga
Lake, FLBC stores about 250 boats, and services probably
another 100-150. As a result of this project there will be a
significant reduction in the number of boats stored on-site.
Through this design, FLBC will continue to grow.

Coast Guard Auxiliary

• The Coast Guard Auxiliary water safety programs will have
an opportunity to remain in place in an improved building.
They will be invited to share the space with other water centric
community programs that will ex-pand their reach into our
community to enhance safe boating. The improvements to the
building will pro-mote even further access to boater and water
safety classes for youth and adults.

Existing Restaurant and Other Businesses

• The Boatyard Grill opened in 2001 and is the largest and
highest volume restaurant in the county and serves well over
100,000 guests a year. There are approximately 200 seats
inside and 150 outside (pre or post covid). Over 60% of
restaurant visitors travel here from outside the region, and
even the country, particularly during the bustling summer
months. The restaurant hires an average of over 60 full-time
employees, on an annualized basis, all of whom earn more
than the living wage for a single person for Tompkins county.
• The project team is considering opportunities for coupons
for meals and beverages for extended-stay guests to support

Left: Outdoor dining at the Boatyard Grill. Right: A floating pier would be an achievable way to bring an extended pier to
the north end of Inlet Island.
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existing Inlet Island businesses including Island Health,
Rasa Spa, Boatyard Grill, kayak rentals, Kelly’s, among
others.

Public Space
• The Cayuga Waterfront Trail (CWT) will be
significantly improved as a result of both the Inlet Island
and the Agora projects. The Inlet Island project will extend
the CWT to wrap around Overlook Point to the eastern
side of the Inlet and create a loop by connecting back via
a path near the existing Coast Guard Auxiliary building.
This will create a well-marked and inviting trail that loops
all the way around the Inlet and provides visual access to
the water on the east side of the Island for the first time.
People walking, jogging, pushing strollers, and/or biking
will be able to enjoy the activity along the Inlet throughout
the year, and this will add a significantly longer section of
public trail to the existing Waterfront Trail system. The
Agora project proposes to reroute the trail away from its
existing condition that is set far back from the water as
it makes a dangerous 90-degree curve around an existing
building; this will benefit the public by bringing the trail
along the water’s edge, allowing for unobstructed views
to the water and long lines of sight. Pedestrian scaled,
appropriately bright lighting will be included in the Agora
project that will enhance feelings of safety along this stretch
of the CWT as well.
• The layout of both the Inlet and Agora projects
prioritizes generous amounts of green open space areas
along the waterfront. These are functional in terms of their
size and scale to allow for public programming such as the
picnic lawns, dog parks, and playground, as well as private
amenities for residents and guests.
• A new pier at the tip of the Island is proposed as part
of this plan, which will become a public destination for
Waterfront Trail users and small craft boaters alike. The
Boatyard Grill and Finger Lakes Boating Center would
coordinate with the City on realizing this, including
support for tourism grant applications. The project team
envisions an approximate 80’ long floating dock with a
perpendicular extension at the point to allow for a viewing
area. The potential design for this feature would allow the
dock to be anchored to the land and to the bottom of the
Inlet and move up and down with fluctuating water levels,

and can be removed during the winter to prevent damage and
for safety reasons.
• The generous open spaces between the edge of the
existing DEC easement and the proposed buildings provide
a substantial buffer between the public trail and the private
residential uses and allows for ample outdoor programmed
area for residents. These outdoor amenities will be shared
between all of the residents and visitors of the buildings, and
include an open lawn area, several outdoor cooking areas, a
dog park, and a playground for young children. The project
team has discussed potential collaborations with the nearby
Ithaca Children’s Garden in the design and oversight of the
play area, which may be integrated into the daycare facility or
indoor play room for residents that is being discussed for the
ground level of the Anchor affordable residential building.

Left: The Cayuga Waterfront trail will be extended and will be in a park-like setting, similar to its condition in Stewart and
Cass Parks. Right:
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Connectivity
• This project will improve the quality of Old
Taughannock Blvd. and will formalize this route as a
more pedestrian-friendly street with clear wayfinding.
A boulevard with a generously scaled landscape median
will allow for one-way in, one-way out site circulation.
This layout makes the most efficient use of paved areas
by locating the project’s parking needs along the new
boulevard. Attractive and highly visible pedestrian crossings
between the east and west sides of the site will slow traffic
speeds, prioritize the safety of pedestrians, and assist with
creating the perception of shorter ‘blocks’ of development.
• The projects will promote healthy, active lifestyles. The
project is well-placed in terms of walkability and connects
to the existing City sidewalk network as well as the CWT
and is within easy biking distance of many destinations
including downtown Ithaca. Residents and visitors will
be well-informed of their active transportation options.
The extended Waterfront Trail allows for easy off-street
bike access to many destinations around the City, and
biking on City streets easily connects riders will many

nearby shopping, dining, entertainment, and employment
destinations. The project team envisions that the residents
and visitors of this new neighborhood will utilize the Cayuga
Waterfront Trail often as part of their daily routines. There are
several nearby bus stop locations, and the project team would
be open to working with TCAT to discuss an additional stop
within even closer proximity or within the new development.
• The Agora project will enhance connectivity to the
waterfront for West End neighborhood residents and
employees by activating this parcel with new uses that serve a
broad demographic and creating physical sidewalk and trail
connections.
• The proposed pedestrian bridge will connect the east and
west sides of the Inlet and will work in tandem with the
existing CWT pedestrian bridge to bring people closer to the
waterfront and connect to the City grid. On the east side of
the bridge, the Agora project will allow an open space for the
pedestrian bridge to land comfortably on the site. On the west
side of the bridge, the project team is proposing the use of a
narrow, 15’-wide parcel that is owned by the City.
• Residential uses produce considerably less traffic impact
on Inlet Island than other potential uses because there are

Left: The new pedestrian bridge between the Inlet Island and Agora sites would be similar to the pedestrian bridges at Stewart
Park. Right: Bioretention features will be used in proposed parking areas to mitigate runoff and protect water quality.
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no daily employee parking needs (for housekeeping, etc.)
no delivery trucks, and fewer trips in and out from daily
turnover of guests. We feel that the Agora site, with its
connection to Route 13, is far better suited to the traffic
and parking demands of a hotel use.
• The proposed entertainment hub at the Agora site
will serve as a readily-accessible destination for live
performances at its prominent location on Route 13 and
close to the intersections with Route 79 and 96. This use
is suitable for this commercially-oriented area of the West
End.
• The quality of life between Route 13/Fulton Street and
the Cayuga Inlet would improve as part of these plans. For
too long these areas have been one-dimensional in their
use; we foresee a future of realizing the long-held planning
goals of the City to bring a mix of vibrant uses to this area,
experientially bring Ithaca’s urban waterfront closer to daily
life, and enhance the primary vehicular artery to become
more welcoming to pedestrians. This project area links
Ithaca’s West Side and Downtown neighborhoods.

Parking Demand Management
• The proposed shared parking strategies included in the
Agora project will help decrease the currently untenable
demand for parking on the West End neighborhood and
will allow the proposed mix of uses at the Inlet and Agora
sites to thrive.
• This proposal calls for parking spaces that will serve the
needs of the existing businesses on the Inlet, including
the Boatyard Grill, Coast Guard Auxiliary, Finger Lakes
Boating Center, and the Dock bar/restaurant, as well as
the new proposed affordable housing building, the Anchor,
and the new proposed apartment and extended stay hotel
building, the Stays. These parking areas will also serve our
neighbors at Island Health & Fitness/ Cayuga Wellness
Center. The project team understands that the needs for
these parking areas synchronize well when considering
times of day and times of year for parking; for example,
residents will have less of a demand for parking during the
day, when employees at Cayuga Wellness and visitors at
the FLBC will be using the spaces, which means that there
will be no conflict between these demands during the day.
Visitors tend to go to the Boatyard Grill more in summer
and less in the winter, and the opposite is true for Island
Health and Fitness, which means that that demand remains
the same throughout the year. The total number of parking

spaces, 225, was carefully calculated by the project team to
account for the needs of the Inlet.
• In addition to the parking areas proposed on the Inlet, the
proposed pedestrian bridge will allow for overflow parking
during events in the Agora, Block 4, and/or Cascadilla Street
parking areas. These parking areas are accessible by sidewalk
and will allow for event managers to plan accordingly when
promoting larger events.

Sustainability
• The proposed rooftop solar farm is a concrete, actionable
plan that would bring a significant amount of renewable
energy to meet the needs of this project, and in effect
lessen the energy demand of the overall development.
This will be a highly visible testament to the development
team’s commitment to making real progress toward Ithaca’s
sustainability goals as outlined in the City of Ithaca Green
New Deal plan.
• Solar-powered electric car charging stations will be available
for public and resident use.
• Active transportation options such as biking or walking
will be promoted as part of these projects, reducing car travel
demand.
• The project will, at a minimum, meet the Ithaca Green
Building Policy requirements.
• The INHS project will be designed to be LEED Certified
and Energy Star Compliant and meet the City’s newly
adopted Green Building Policy. The INHS project has the
opportunity to include solar panels on its roof similar to the
210 Hancock and Glen Lake Apartments projects.

Alignment with City Plans
The proposed project aligns with the City’s Comprehensive
Plan, Plan Ithaca (2015) and with the Plan Ithaca Phase
II Area: The Waterfront (2019) guidelines in a number of
meaningful ways. The proposed plan for Inlet Island and the
Agora site align with the following Land Use Goals as defined
in Plan Ithaca:
• Goal 1 – “Attracting and retaining a larger proportion
of the County population” - the proposed project attracts a
wide demographic of people interested in for-sale and rental
opportunities on the waterfront, which is a highly desirable
place to live and is available at a range of affordability levels.
• Goal 2 – “Additional housing to provide opportunities for
people of all incomes, ages, and abilities to live in the city” -
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The project prioritizes affordable housing by locating the
Anchor building managed by INHS at the heart of the
Inlet Island redevelopment proposal;
• Goal 4 – “As the city continues to develop, green spaces
will be enhanced and located to best serve residents and
visitors” - The project proposes generous green spaces on
Inlet Island which will be easily accessible by anyone using
the Cayuga Waterfront Trail, extended stay visitors, hotel
visitors at the Agora site, as well as anyone coming to
downtown Ithaca for boating or marine uses.
• Goal 6 – “Transportation and housing options will
reduce commuter traffic” - The proposed development
is within easy walking or biking distance to many
employment opportunities, and the existing TCAT bus
network is within easy range of the project sites as well.
Building affordable housing units within City limits means
that those whose income thresholds require an affordably
priced residence will not need to search outside of City
limits for housing that suits their needs.
• Goal 7 – “Housing will be located so that jobs and
services are easily accessible” - There are many jobs and
services available to the site, including Island Health &
Fitness, Cayuga Wellness, Chemung Canal Trust Company,
Greenstar Market, Ren’s Mart, the proposed Cayuga
Medical Office building, Aldi’s, the Ithaca Farmers Market,
and the proposed Guthrie Medical Office building.
Downtown Ithaca is just over a mile away from Inlet Island
and can be reached by walking along the quieter residential
streets of Buffalo or via State Street which features
neighborhood commercial uses including many restaurants,
cafes, services, and retail locations.
• Goal 8 – “An increased tax base will reduce the
tax burden for residents” - The proposed market-rate
apartment units and extended-stay hotel units at the
Stays building on Inlet Island, as well as the market-rate
apartment units, hotel, and for-sale townhomes at the
Agora project site will increase the City’s tax base.
• Goal 9 – “Permitted land uses will promote business
expansion and job growth within the city” - The proposed
project allows for the maritime light industrial uses of the
Finger Lakes Boating Center to remain in operation and to
grow by partnering with Krenzer marine sales.
• Goal 10 – “The community will be economically vibrant
and offer a high quality of life” - This goal is met when
considering the vibrant mix of uses that will be at Inlet
Island, including affordable and market-rate housing,
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extended-stay hotel, marine operations, restaurant, public
boating classes, and Cayuga Waterfront Trail extension. The
Inlet Island development offers a high quality of life both for
its residents and for those working at the businesses on the
Island. The Agora project compounds these goals with its
destination commercial uses including live entertainment,
microbrewery, and micro retail.
• Goal 11 – “New development will be consistent with the
City’s land use goals and map and will be of high-quality
design” - The proposed project conforms with existing
West End/Waterfront Zoning and aligns with the Design
Guidelines as set forth in the City’s Waterfront Plan released
in 2019. The plans as shown in this submission are conceptual
in nature and the design teams have broad experience in
working through the City’s public approvals process to
advance high-quality designs that meet project programmatic
goals while responding to community input.
• The INHS project as proposed meets both local and State
housing/community revitalization goals. The project meets
the definition of a Community Renewal and Revitalization
Project and a Workforce Opportunity project for purposes of
the State Housing Goals. Meeting these goals puts the project
in a better position to receive competitive state financing.
Local public purposes that will be addressed, as expressed in
local planning documents, include:
•
Increasing the number of high-quality rental units
located within easy walking distance of services and
employment and affordable to a variety of income levels at
30% to 120% AMI (City of Ithaca Comprehensive Plan,
Consolidated Plan, and Action Plan; Tompkins County
Comprehensive Plan and Housing Strategy)
•
Providing supportive housing with services (City of
Ithaca Comprehensive and Consolidated Plans, Tompkins
County Comprehensive Plan and Housing Strategy)
•
Redevelopment of a vacant property (City of Ithaca
Comprehensive Plan and Consolidated Plan)
•
Creating new units of energy-efficient housing (City
of Ithaca Comprehensive Plan and Consolidated Plan;
Tompkins County Comprehensive Plan)
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Thank you
We appreciate this opportunity to respond to this Request
for Expressions of Interest in steering the trajectory of Inlet
Island. We hope to work with the IURA on this exciting
project!

Watercolor portraits of boats used with permission from artist Maggie M. Martin.
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